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EDUCT has been 
active. Our year 
started with our 
annual Burns 
Nightcap, 
thanks to the 
organizing of Margaret Reid and 
Simon Miles. As might be 
expected, the event marking the 
250th anniversary of his birth was a 
rather somber and abstemious 
event. Ian Duncan brought down 
the house with his rendering of Holy 
Willie's Prayer. Yes, we have him 
booked for next year. But...we 
need a new location: our old 
haunt, The Bow and Arrow, is 
closed. Do send us your ideas.  
In February, Emily Bain’s curling 
funspiel brought out our athletic 
side. It was a great success and will 
henceforth be an annual event 
(although Emily may not yet be 
fully aware of this). 
Our Annual Dinner was highlighted 
by an imaginative tour of great 
libraries and books, plus other 
adventures, that have left such an 
impression on the life of Paul 
Kennedy, our guest speaker and 
the host of CBC's radio 
programme "Ideas". Our thanks 
again to Margaret and Simon and 
to Toni McGregor for the 
organization, and to Donald Gillies, 
our gracious host at the Arts and 
Letters Club. 
Regarding future events, do come 
to our AGM, our golf outing and 
the talk on photography. And, of 
course, if you have yet to pay your 
membership dues, please see 
page 17 for details.  

Club and Alumni Events 
 

Annual General Meeting 

When Sunday, 7 June, 2009, 1:30 pm 
Where The Offices of Fraser Mackenzie,  48 Yonge Street, Toronto 
Details Please arrive before 1:30 pm to ensure easy access to the 11th floor. If you are delayed, 

please call Paul on his cell phone (see below). Note that we have had to cancel our 
planned tour of The Four Seasons Centre for the Performing Arts, our new Opera and 
Ballet building. We shall try to re-arrange this for another time. 

RSVP Paul Bradley, pbradley@frasermackenzie.com  416-464-9771 
 

EDUCT Golf Game 

When This summer, but to be determined, based on information from interested players. 
Where Again, to be determined, based on suggestions. 
Details This event is in its early planning stage. We believe we have enough interest to proceed. If 

you are interested, and have not already let us know, please RSVP. 
RSVP Joshua Gillespie, Josh.Gillespie@algonquinpower.com   416-835-7447 

 

The Reality Effect: Questions of Photography and Truth 

When Wednesday, 23 September, 2009, Time TBA. 
Where Art Gallery of Ontario. 
Details This presentation, by Mark Haworth-Booth, discusses the issue from the era of Roger 

Fenton and Camille Silvy to 9/11 and the recent G20 demonstrations in London. Mark 
Haworth-Booth is a graduate of Cambridge, in English, and the University of Edinburgh, 
where he received a Diploma in Art History. He is an internationally-recognized authority 
on photography who served as the Senior Curator of Photographs at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum from 1974 to 2004 and who is currently a Visiting Professor at the 
University of the Arts London. This event is being organized by Ryerson University and the 
AGO. Arrangements have been made for EDUCT members and guests to attend. There 
may be a charge. Details will be known soon. 

Questions Simon Miles, simon-miles@sympatico.ca   416-466-8793 
  

 

Message from the President 

 

Do you know of other Edinburgh alumni in Toronto? Please pass this on to anyone who might be interested. 
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EDUCT Celebrates Burns’ 250th  

EDUCT’s fifth Burns Nightcap went down very well with the thirty-two 
members and friends who gathered to celebrate the 250th 
anniversary of the bard’s birth. Margaret Reid, EDUCT’S Vice-
President, acted as the very able MC for the evening and kept a 
host of performers moving on schedule, while Simon Miles somehow 
charmed the staff of the Bow and Arrow into moving the food 
equally smoothly. An opening welcome from President Josh 
Gillespie was followed by the traditional Selkirk Grace delivered by 
Catherine Smith. Graham Ferguson gave the evening the stamp of 
authenticity with a splendid piping in of the haggis. Graeme 

Morton, the erudite Director of 
the Centre for Scottish Studies 
at Guelph, was just the man to 
deliver the Address to the 
Haggis. He put on his best 
Fifeshire accent to translate 
the Ayrshire Scots of Burns, 
offering some east coast 
respite for the Edinburgh 
University alumni in 
attendance. For its part, the 
haggis received the usual 
array of comments…and 
disappeared very fast. 

Fionna Ferguson’s rendition of the Immortal Memory was designed 
to give good cheer to the Scots and to rib the Sassenachs. It 
worked. She argued that the Scots had always been the underdog 
and that Burns was doing his level best to rally the Scots to put the 
Sassenachs in their place. She senses that this is likely one of the 
main reasons why the Scots revere the memory of Burns. 

The Toast to the Lassies 
was delivered by Mike 
Mason, who confessed 
that, being born south of 
the border, he had 
become Scotch only by 
absorption. He brought 
the house down when, in 
praising the lassies, he 
told a splendid joke 
about a shipwrecked 
Scotsman who was 
discovered by a beautiful lassie. She fed him and plied him with 
Scotch. He was already convinced he was in Heaven when the 

lassie asked if he’d like to play 
around. His response: “Oh, you 
wonderful lassie, don’t tell me 
you’ve got a golf course here too”!  

Joyce Mounsteven, in a ready reply 
to the toast, reminded us that, at 
the original Burns’ dinners, the lassies 
weren’t even invited. She graciously 
thanked the men-folk for having 
come to their senses and seen the 
folly of their ways.  

In keeping with tradition, a number 
of poems were read and we all 
learned something more about 
Burns. Ian Duncan who, two years 
ago, had brought us to our knees 
with his performance of “Tam 
O’Shanter”, did it again; this time 
with his rendition of “Holy Willie’s 
Prayer”. Ian gives us his introduction 
to the poem in his accompanying 
article in this newsletter. Bill 
Middleton noted that “A Man’s A 
Man for A’ That”, which he 
delivered, is also known as “Is There 
for Honest Poverty”, and can be 
seen as a reflection of Burns’ desire 
to press for greater equality in 
society. For Bill, these lines reflect 
the essential Robert Burns. 
Appearance and outward form 
mean nothing - not position, power 
nor possessions make the man. 
Instead, it is the heart - the quality of 

Joyce Mounsteven: He said “what!!” 
about the lassies? 

Graeme Morton addresses a terrified 
Haggis 

Holy Willie prays with conviction 
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one's inner self. Holding this to be universal, Burns speaks to and for 
humanity and our elemental aspirations and hopes. These are as 
universal and fundamental now as when he wrote the words - That 
man to man the world o'er shall brithers be for a' that. 

Emily Bain chose the famous “To A 
Mouse”, known for its empathetic 
quality. Rosalind Peters, who had 
been asked to consider either the 
“Address to the Woodlark” or “The 
Ploughman’s Life”, opted for the 
ploughman, whom she found to 
be far more cheerful. And Grant 
Buchan-Terrell brought up the rear 
with his rendering of “Winter: A 
Dirge”, which he selected only 

because he was so surprised that Burns was trying so hard to 
convince us that winter is really a splendid season. 

We ended the evening with a Burns 
quiz. This year we made the task 
somewhat easier by allowing tables 
to compete as teams, or, at least, 
that is how it ended up. And so the 
winning table of the Buchan-Terrells 
and the Masons, who were so hot 
you could taste it, were presented 
with just the ticket…a jar of 
Edinburgh chutney. The beautiful 
losers, whose names shall not be 
mentioned, especially since there were so many of them, were 
awarded the perfect prize…a box of Smarties! 

And in recognition of his astounding performance, Ian Duncan 
literally took the biscuit…as the grateful recipient of a packet of 
Edinburgh shortcake. Ian has already been booked by EDUCT’s 
impresarios for next year’s Burns Nightcap…to be held on Thursday, 
21 January 2010. Mark your calendars and practice your poems! 

Burns’ Holy Willie 

By Ian Duncan 

Ian Duncan graduated from Edinburgh with a B.Sc in Animal Science, followed by a 
Ph.D. He is Professor Emeritus, Chair in Animal Welfare, Animal and Poultry Science, at the 
University of Guelph. He is also a student of Burns and an excellent actor. 

Most people attending a Burns Supper will be familiar with some of 
Burns’ poems – perhaps his love poems “Flow Gently Sweet Afton” or 
“My Love is Like a Red Red Rose” or maybe his great narrative poems 
such as “Tam O’Shanter”. Few people realize that Burns was also an 
excellent satirist. Burns was particularly fond of poking fun at the 

church. No doubt the life-style that 
he led brought him into regular 
conflict with the church – he liked to 
go drinking with his friends, and he 
certainly loved the lassies! 

I should explain that the church in 
Scotland at that time was a 
particularly repressive branch of 
Calvinism that had been introduced 
to Scotland by John Knox 200 years 
earlier. Every Sunday there would be 
fire-and-brimstone sermons preached 
from pulpits all over Scotland against 
sinners. However, it wasn’t just as 
simple as that. Calvinism was also 
mixed with a belief in predestination. 
So, to some extent it didn’t really 
matter how one behaved here on 
earth. A few people were 
predestined to go to Heaven and a 
few others to go to Hell. Burns was 
very critical of this aspect of the 
church’s beliefs. 

Rosalind Peters cheered by the 
Ploughman 

One of Burns’ best satirical poems is 
called “Holy Willie’s Prayer” and is 
based on a real person. Holy Willie 
was William Fisher, an old bachelor 
who was an elder in the kirk at 
Mauchline, whose minister was a 
man called Father or Daddy Auld. 
Willie Fisher was an interfering and 
hypocritical old beggar – always 
meddling in other people’s business. 

Grant Buchan-Terrell expresses 
our discontent with winter 

On one occasion he accused the 
Treasurer at Mauchline Kirk, a man 
called Gavin Hamilton, of embezzling 
church funds. The church had the 
power to tax its parishioners in these 
days, and it was the Treasurer’s job to 
collect the taxes and account for 
them. The accusation ended up in 
court. The case was held before the 
Presbytery of Ayr (the Church Council 
in the neighbouring town of Ayr). 
Gavin Hamilton had a lawyer named 
Aiken representing him, and Willie 
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Fisher had his minister, Daddy Auld. The case was heard and 
dismissed. In fact Gavin Hamilton had the reputation of being a fine 
upstanding man, a man of integrity. If the church funds were short, the 
likely explanation is that Hamilton had forgiven some poor people their 
debts in a truly Christian way. 

Willie Fisher was not satisfied with the outcome, and some time later 
accused Hamilton again – and this time added the charges that he 
had seen Hamilton travelling on a Sunday, and digging his garden on 
a Sunday! The case was once again dismissed and Willie Fisher 
apparently got little help from his minister, Daddy Auld, at this Hearing - 
Auld was getting fed up with the whole affair. 

“Holy Willie’s Prayer” is Burns’ version of what happened before Willie 
Fisher went to bed on the night of the second dismissal of his case.  

EDUCT’s First Annual Funspiel 

By Emily Bain 

Emily Bain graduated from Edinburgh with a MSc degree in 
International and European Politics in 2001. After a 
demanding but stimulating time as Political Advisor to the 
Ministers of Citizenship and Immigration; Training, Colleges 
and Universities; and Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs at 
Queen's Park from 2005 to 2008, she moved on to become 
Senior Research and Policy Advisor with Colleges Ontario. An 
avid curler, Emily’s only regret is that curling has interfered with her ability to attend EDUCT 
events. Hence her intriguing move to get EDUCT members to take up curling. 

It is believed that during the 15th century, on a frozen lake somewhere 
in Scotland (or Europe depending on whom you talk to), the sport of 
curling was born. A mystery remains around exactly who decided to 
carve out chunks of granite and slide them across ponds of ice, but 
surely a game so bizarre must certainly have been invented by a Scot.  

So, as a tribute to the great Scottish pastime and our time in 
Edinburgh, on the afternoon of Saturday 28 February, EDUCT held its 
first annual Funspiel. With a mixture of new and experienced curlers in 
our group, we ventured onto the sheets of ice at the Leaside Curling 
Club for a short tutorial on how to play the game. The EDUCT members 
and their guests then divided into four teams and began the 
challenge for bragging rights as EDUCT’s champion curlers. 

Sheet A saw the rivalry of the Buchan-Terrell rinks with Nancy and 
Grant emerging from curling retirement to each skip a team. Both 
teams adopted an interesting strategy of foregoing sweepers, a 
controversial move to be sure, but undoubtedly done in hopes of 
keeping everyone vertical. Mike Mason showed why sweepers were 
not required. His perfect aim gave the green Buchan-Terrell team an 
advantage by placing one of his rocks directly on the button. 
However, the deft skill of Graham Ferguson and his green team 
colleagues was amiably challenged by the determination of Kate 
Snedeker and the sharp shooting of the yellow team’s skip. Grant had 

two dramatic take-outs to keep his 
team in the match. In the final end, in 
what was an attempt to clinch the 
game, Simon Miles demonstrated 
alternative delivery techniques for the 
EDUCT members. When all was said 
and done, the board showed a final 
score of 4 to 2 in favour of Nancy 
Buchan-Terrell’s green team.  

A well-engineered delivery by 
Graham Ferguson 

Over on Sheet B a battle between 
green and yellow rocks raged on. 
The green team was equipped with a 
secret weapon – Dr. David Wood, 
who turned out to be a natural with 
excellent form in delivering the rock. 
Scoring a big 3 points, green took a 
two-point lead in the second end. 
Thanks to the enthusiastic sweeping 
of Toni and Ian McGregor, their skill 
indisputably enhanced by their 
Scottish headgear, yellow was able 
to make a comeback in the third 
end by scoring two critical points. A 
tied score of 3 points each was on 
the board going into the fourth and 
final end. With one yellow sitting in 
the house for shot rock, the skip for 
the green team had the hammer 
and chose to go for a difficult take 
out shot. Despite the dedicated 
labours of the sweepers to 
manoeuvre the rock into position, the 
final rock wrecked on a guard, 
allowing the yellow team to score 
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one point and win the game. In true curling style and proper etiquette, 
teams shook hands while the yellow team thanked the green team for 
the game and took the orders for the first round of drinks. The green 
team congratulated the winners, and returned the favour in the 
second round at the bar.  

Following the draw of matches, 
the teams retired to the club 
house to join Linda Mason, who 
had been cheering from the 
heated viewing area, and 
official photographer, Fionna 
Ferguson, for a beverage, a few 
snacks and excellent company 
next to the fireplace. A good 
laugh was enjoyed as plays 
were relived and strategies 
dissected. The consensus was 
that a fun time was had by all. 

Josh Gillespie and I began planning the Funspiel in December over a 
wee dram at the Whisky Tasting Night and thought we might be able 
to scrounge up 16 players. Clearly we underestimated the level of 
interest! We were pleasantly surprised, and slightly overwhelmed, by 
the resoundingly positive response from the EDUCT membership. Thank 
you to everyone who expressed an interest in attending the Funspiel. It 
is with regret that we were unable to accommodate everyone. The 
smiles and laughter of those who were able to join us has reinforced 
the need to plan bigger and better for next year. So we hope to see 
you between the sheets (of ice that is!) at the 2nd Annual EDUCT 
Funspiel in 2010. Good curling everyone! 

Editor’s Note:  On behalf of all the players, EDUCT thanks Emily very much for 
having made this event possible. 

Curling: The Basics 

By Emily Bain 

Curling is a team sport that resembles a cross between bowls and 
shuffleboard played on carefully prepared sheets of ice. Two teams, 
consisting of four players each – Skip, Vice, Second and Lead - take 
turns sliding 40 lbs granite stones (known as rocks or stones) down the 
ice towards a bulls-eye type target called the house. Each player gets 
two chances to throw a rock. Two sweepers, with specialized brooms, 
accompany each rock to help direct the stones to their intended 
destination. By sweeping the ice, the sweepers are able to slightly melt 
the pebbles of ice that sit on the surface, thereby making the rock run 
straighter, faster and further. Not sweeping allows the rock to curl 
more. The team whose rocks are closest to the button (centre of the 
house) gains points for that end. The number of points depends on 

how many rocks the scoring team 
has closer to the button than the 
opposing team. Only one team 
scores points in each end of play.  

Each player on a team has a 
dedicated role in the game. The 
Lead player goes first in the throwing 
order and then sweeps all of his or her 
team members' shots. The Second 
throws second and sweeps all other 
team members' shots. The Vice is third 
in the throwing order, sweeps only 
Lead's and Second's shots and holds 
the brush for the Skip to aim at, and in 
conjunction with the opposing Vice 
determines the score for each end.  The fearless and well-insulated 

McGregors The Skip throws last, holds the broom 
for all other players to aim at, tells the 
sweepers when to sweep, and keeps 
an eye on the line or "curl" of the 
stone. The primary role of the skip is to 
call the play for each rock thrown 
with the intent of executing a 
strategy, in rather the way a 
quarterback makes calls in football. A 
skip can ask his or her teammates to 
guard, draw, or take out. A 
determination will be made by the 
skip as to “how much ice” to give the 
thrower by estimating the distance 
the rock will curl and how much 
weight is required to execute the 
play. Teams may hit the opposing 
team’s rocks with the intent to move 
or remove them from play. Because 
of the complex nature of rock 
placement and shots, curling is often 
referred to as "chess on ice."  

Should you wish to learn more, there 
are several excellent websites 
available. These are just a couple: 

• http://www1.curling.ca/index.asp  
(select Go Curling!) 

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curling  
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MBA Graduates’ Toronto Dinner 

wford, Alumni Jane Cra
Officer of the University 
of Edinburgh Business 
School, was in Toronto 
again recently with the 
objective of recruiting 
students for the MBA 
programmes. Her visit 
provided an excellent 
excuse for MBA grads to 
get together for a 
splendid dinner and an 

entertaining evening at Le Select Bistro on 27th of February. EDUCT 
was represented by Jose Luis Moreno and former President Simon 
Miles. David La Vista and Soraija Walji both assisted Jane in the 
recruitment drive at the TopMBA fair held in the Convention Centre. 
Others seen in the photo are graduates Ernie Robles, Evan Green, 
and Norm Litchfield. Jane brought very positive news of the start of 
work on a new building for the School, due to open next year, and 
the initiatives that the School is taking to address risk management 
and climate change, including two new MSc programmes in 
Finance and Risk, and in Carbon Management. Clearly, the School 
is staying abreast of the times. For more information, visit 
www.business-school.ed.ac.uk 

 
EDUCT’s Annual Dinner 

On 24th April 2009, EDUCT members gathered for our fifth Annual 
Dinner in the curiously atmospheric Great Hall of the Arts and Letters 
Club, where heraldic blazons, a fireplace with no chimney evident, 
and a suspended mirror ball combine to contribute to the genteel 
eccentricity that is one of the Club’s charming characteristics. Oaken 
tables and candlelight 
awaited us, all eager to 
learn where Simon Miles’ 
diners-in-motion seating plan 
would find us, course by 
course. We were not 
disappointed: the inter-
course transhumance 
proved as ever to be an 
enhancement of our 
evening together. 

Chef de Cuisine Ken Peace had 
designed a meal that each year 
seems to become more imaginative 
and delicious, and the energetic 
Club staff looked after us with their 
usual cheerful flair.  

But the best was yet to come. 

The tradition of an engaging speaker 
is an abiding feature of our Annual 
Dinner. This year we heard from Paul 
Kennedy. He is best known to us as 
the host of Ideas, a CBC Radio One 
programme famous for its four 
decades of relentlessly pursuing 
themes, issues, topics, personalities, 
histories, comedies and tragedies 
that can be found nowhere else in 
Canadian media. Paul has 
contributed shows for more than 
thirty years. However, for EDUCT 
members, it is just as important to 
know that Paul is an Edinburgh 
University graduate. In 1976, he 
received his M.Litt. from our alma 
mater. His thesis was on The Scots in 
Canada.  

That same autumn, Paul started a 
Ph.D. under Marshall McLuhan, the 
Director of the University of Toronto’s 
Centre for Culture and Technology. 
Although Paul stuck to his doctoral 
studies for only a short time, McLuhan 
made an everlasting impression on 
him. Particularly memorable was 
McLuhan’s enthusing over the 
importance of books. Indeed, he 
regarded Gutenberg’s invention of 
printing with moveable type in 1447 
as the most important invention ever 
made.  

Paul’s talk to EDUCT was presented as 
a tribute to McLuhan. Entitled Making 
Books Work, it was a passionate 

Paul Kennedy warms up the crowd 
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defence of the book. Certainly, Paul recognized that, since his days of 
studying under McLuhan, the world of communications media has 
changed enormously. However, as he paraphrased Mark Twain: the 
news of the death of the book is greatly exaggerated. In support of his 
argument, Paul had brought with him two books. They seemed 
talismanic: Harold Innis’s The Bias of Communication (1951) and The 
History of the Peloponnesian Wars (431 BC) by Thucydides. The former 
led McLuhan to include Innis’s treatment of space-binding and time-
binding media as cultural determinants in his work; the latter, Paul 
argued, is one of the greatest books ever written – an idiosyncratic text 
from which we can learn much.  

Paul entertained us by taking us on a tour of some of the great loves of 
his life – great libraries of the world, in which he had spent such happy 
times and that had left such a mark on him. He confessed to having 
“lost his virginity” to a librarian in the Carnegie Library in St. Catherines. 
He was five. She had led him through Lamb’s Tales from Shakespeare 
to a lifelong love affair with the bard. Books brought him to where he is 
today. In Queen’s University library he found himself in heaven. A 
Queen’s undergraduate exchange scholarship took him to St. 
Andrews University in 1972-3: to new intellectual experiences and golf, 
“the only sport ever for me”. He played on all four golf courses, 
practising on the other three until venturing out on the Royal and 
Ancient. That big day started at 3:30 a.m. He teed off in hailstones the 
size of golf balls; there was sleet by the seventh hole; snow by the 
sixteenth; but by the eighteenth the sun had come through. He found 
himself humming Amazing Grace; indeed, he was still humming it, over 
and over, for the next several days. 

Library number three in this love affair with libraries was at St. Andrews 
University. No, Paul emphasized, not the ugly, modern, glass structure, 
but the one of his day. It was here that he decided never to read 
Wittgenstein, simply because he could not understand him. He felt the 
same about several other authors too: Foucault, Lacan and Derrida. 

Finally, to Edinburgh, and library number four. It was the National 
Library of Scotland, “so much more aristocratic a library”, discovered 
during his studies at Edinburgh. Here he read Canadian books and 
books about Canada. Alice Munro, Margaret Lawrence, Margaret 
Atwood, and many more…all discovered in Scotland. Particularly 
moving was the account by Alexander Mackenzie, the Scottish 
explorer, who, in 1789, was the first European to get to the Arctic. 
Mackenzie called that famous river, which now bears his name, the 
Disappointment River, only because he had really wanted to find an 
overland route to the Pacific. He finally did just that, in 1793, beating 
Lewis and Clark by twelve years.  

Mackenzie’s account of his travels 
was resonant with meaning for Paul. 
In 1977, after withdrawing from his 
doctoral studies at the University of 
Toronto, Paul walked into the CBC 
looking for a job. Serendipitously, 
Ideas hired him to paddle down the 
Mackenzie River. That led to his first 
Ideas programme, The Fur Trade 
Revisited. Harold Innis had made the 
same journey and, in 1930, wrote The 
Fur Trade in Canada.  

The warmed up crowd: Josh Gillespie, 
Simon Miles, and Kirsty Duncan 

Paul told us about one more library – 
his own – and the travails of having to 
whittle it down, since “books take me 
to the centre of the human soul”. He 
reflected on Leonardo Da Vinci, kid 
lit, Henry David Thoreau and the 
poetry of William Butler Yeats, and left 
us enthralled with his eclecticism, 
scholarship, rhetoric, wit and charm. 
Was there ever a better reason to 
support the CBC and a better time 
than now? Where would Canada be 
without the CBC, Ideas, and Paul 
Kennedy?    
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EDUCT Hosts Minister Michael Russell EDUCT Geography Centenary Fund: 
Progress Report 

A small group of long-time EDUCT members attended a breakfast in 
honour of Michael Russell, MSP, which was held on April 6, 2009 - a very 
cold and blustery Monday morning – at the University Club of Toronto. 

By Simon Miles 

In my last report, in January, I noted 
that we had $10,000 to raise in order 
to reach the minimum of $50,000 
needed for a permanent 
endowment. I have been somewhat 
preoccupied with other things since 
January, however, I am pleased to 
report that almost all calls have 
produced a positive response. We 
have commitments for another 
$4,000, although, understandably, it 
may take a bit of time for the money 
to be dispatched to Edinburgh.  

Michael Russell is the Minister for Culture, External Affairs and the 
Constitution in the Scottish Government. He is also a graduate of 
Edinburgh University. Mr. Russell is one of the more-highly regarded 
members of the Scottish Cabinet. Although he has held his current 
portfolios for a few months only, he is clearly on top of the issues.  

It was very encouraging to hear the views from a leader of the new 
Scotland on a broad range of topics including the Scottish banking 
system, Scotland’s place in the world, Scottish energy, the fisheries and 
the status of Gaelic (a topic close to the heart of one of the breakfast 
attendees, Donald Gillies, honorary professor at the UHI Millennium 
Institute). 

So the challenge is still with us to 
locate more donors. If you do come 
across any Edinburgh graduates who 
are not members of EDUCT, firstly, do 
ask them if they would like to join, 
especially if they are in the Toronto 
area and, secondly, do ask if they 
would consider a donation to the 
EDUCT Geography Centenary Fund. 
All donations generate charitable 
receipts for income tax purposes. We 
will be producing another list of 
donors in the January 2010 
newsletter. Again, many thanks to our 
new donors.  

The meeting was a lot of fun even if breakfast at 7:30 am meant 
getting up at an ungodly hour for some. Unfortunately, it had not been 
possible to invite all EDUCT members to a larger gathering since the 
breakfast was arranged at very short notice by James Hunter. He had 
received notice that Minister Russell was on a flying visit to Canada, 
and recognized him as the same Michael Russell who had been two 
years behind him at school – Marr College in Troon, Ayrshire. 

Our photograph shows 
Michael with his fellow 

Edinburgh graduates. Left to 
right:  Simon Miles, Paul 
Bradley, Donald Gillies, 

Michael Russell, Jim Hunter, 
John McNeil, Liz McBeth, 

and Josh Gillespie. 

 

 

Scottish Ex-pats Wanted 

Researchers in Scotland and New Zealand want to interview Scots who came to Toronto in the 1950s and 1960s and 
who kept up connections with Scotland. Please contact Jean Talman (jean.talman@utotonto.ca) who will forward 
your information. Jean is with the Celtic Studies programme at St. Michael's College and is a Director of the 
Canadian Celtic Arts Association (of which EDUCT member Donald Gillies is also a Director). 
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The Edinburgh Years 

By Kim Krenz 

We introduced Kim Krenz (Ph.D., Chemical Physics, Edinburgh, 1955) in our last issue. In 
Chapter 7 of his newly-published autobiography, “As I Recall” (Peterborough: Vantage 
Press, 2008), Kim Krenz, describes the voyage taken by him and his wife, Kate, from 
Canada to Edinburgh, their time there and their sojourns on the continent. While we 
would love to give you the whole chapter, space limitations dictate otherwise. Here we 
provide some excerpts. (The headings are ours.) 

On board the Franconia. It was Kate’s first ocean trip, and I decided 
that she should have it with class, so booked us a first class passage. 
This required special dinner dresses for Kate, and a tuxedo and tails for 
me. There had been a fashion show in Deep River during the past 
winter, and Kate had bought a French designer evening dress in fine 
black wool. The price was alarming, but Kate looked absolutely 
magnificent in it, and wore it to the Captain’s Dinner on board the 
“Franconia.” I remember waiting for her to go up to the dining saloon, 
until curiosity impelled me to knock on the door of the elegant 
bathroom to see what she was up to. To my surprise, the room was in 
complete darkness. The toilet was flushing. Kate’s excited voice came 
out of the gloom. “Come look at the phosphorescence.”  She had 
discovered that the sea water used to flush the toilet contained a 
myriad of tiny, phosphorescent sea creatures, and had been looking 
at them for the past half hour. I turned on the light. The sight of this 
elegant lady in a black wool evening gown, excitedly examining the 
contents of the toilet has stayed with me. 

Did you bring the phrase book?  It was exciting that first morning, to 
walk the streets of the city we were to get to know so well. At the 
corner of Princes and Frederick Street we heard a newsvendor 
shouting what sounded like “Patchy Neeeeew.”  We discovered later 
he was calling out “Dispatch and News.” 

Our digs. I don’t recall how we were put in touch with Lola Carfrae, 
but she was to become our landlady, and our friend for life. …. She 
had a fourth floor flat at 10 Wemyss Place, at the west end of Queen 
Street, which she was vacating to move into her parents’ empty home 
in Barnton. …The flat had a toilet, but no bath. Baths were taken in an 

 a closet and filled at the gas-

fired geiser (pronounced geezer) at a 
rate that meant that only four inches 
of water in the tub entailed a wait of 
a good quarter hour. Baths became 
something of a luxury. For one thing, 
they were where we could get really 
warm. In time, we took up Scottish 
country dancing under the direction 
of Sheilah Cater, a young woman 
from the B.B.C. At the end of an hour 
and a half of dancing, we had no 
need of a bath to get warm, but to 
wash off the sweat. We had to turn 
down invitations to the pub after 
dancing in order to go home and 
have a bath. 

Life at the Lab

enormous tin tub that was pulled out of

. Nick (Nicholas Miller, 

chemistry laboratories 

head of the Radiation Chemistry 
Lab.) had been given a suite of 
newly finished laboratories in the 
Physics Department of the University, 
housed in the Old High School Yards 
on Drummond Street. Norman 
Feather, an Englishman who had 
been part of the “annus mirabilis” at 
the Cavendish Laboratory in 
Cambridge, a year in which much of 
the foundation of nuclear physics 
had been laid, was the professor, a 
tense and nervous man, who gave 
the impression of being out of place 
in Edinburgh. The faculty and staff of 
the department were friendly and 
congenial to the Canadian 
“colonial,” and went out of their way 
to be helpful. 

The radiation 
had one drawback. They were 
situated under the lecture theatre in 
which physics lectures were given to 
students in the famous medical 
school of the University. Medical 
students are a rowdy lot in any 
university. Perhaps the courses have 
something to do with it. At Edinburgh 
the meds took special pride in being 
as noisy and uncontrollable as 

View from our digs at 10 
Wemyss Place, looking ea
over Queen Street gardens, w
Heriot Row to the left. (This 
photo was kindly provided 
Brian Donaldson, Partner, 
Thomas and Adamson, 
Construction and Proper
Consultants. The partnership
owns 10 Wemyss Place.)   

st 
ith 

by 

ty 
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possible. Lectures in the theatre above us were invariably punctuated 
with hoots and stamping of feet, to the point that we wondered if the 
ceiling would cave in. 

Another feature of the 
laboratories was that they 
opened on the quadrangle in 
the Old High School Yards 
where, once a week, the 
University pipe band held its 
practice. The spot had been 
chosen to enclose the sound 
of the band and to protect 
the general public from the 
noise. For those of us in the 
building, however, the blaring 
noise was indescribable. On 
one occasion a visiting 
American professor sprang 
from his chair in Nick’s office as 
the pipes tuned up, crying out “My God, what’s that?” 

Visiting the continent. Aunt Dorothy was being transferred from 
Quebec to the American consulate in Genoa, her last post before 
retirement. On our second trip to the continent we decided that we 
would travel to Genoa to surprise her when her ship arrived. On the 
way, we spent a week in Val d’Isere skiing. We had had a tame kind 
of skiing in Deep River, but this was the real thing. We stayed at L’Aigle 
Blanc, whose manager prided himself on the quality of his kitchen. We 
tanned deeply at that altitude, and were both pictures of health 
when we waited on the dock for Aunt Dorothy’s ship to tie up. By 
good fortune she was at the rail, gazing rather despondently at the 
city of Genoa, when she spied us. “Are you real?” she screamed. That 
was the beginning of our first Italian holiday. We have been going 
back ever since. 

Those characters. Lola was a particular friend, but there were many 
others. Lucy Laurie, a Scottish lady in her eighties, full of lively 
conversation and much interested in our stories of Canada, became 
a great friend. She lived by herself in a flat on Merchiston Crescent 
and had a number of music stands about her living room that were 
used to display books, opened to texts and  illustrations that were of 
current interest. She subscribed to the communist Daily Worker, not 
because she approved of communism, but in order to keep an eye 
on what the communists were up to.  

Bohr: a famous visitor goes unheard. During those years, Born (Prof. 
Max Born, of the Department) became deeply involved in a dispute 
with Albert Einstein over the nature of matter. The great Niels Bohr, who 
had managed to send eggs and other goodies from Copenhagen to 

the Feathers in wartime, came to 
Edinburgh to give a lecture on a 
theory of “complementarity” he had 
developed to bridge the differences 
between Born and Einstein. The 
lecture was given in The Foresters’ 
Hall of the University, and, due to 
Bohr’s great fame, was attended by 
every major figure in Edinburgh. They 
were, of course, given ring-side seats. 
I was in the back of the Hall with 
physics faculty and graduate 
students. Bohr always spoke almost in 
a whisper. There was no sound 
equipment, and those of us in the 
back of the Hall could not hear much 
of what he was saying. Those in front, 
who were within earshot, very 
probably could not understand a 
word of the lecture. It was a 
frustrating experience. Fortunately, 
Bohr’s ideas eventually reached the 
wider physics community by other 
means. 

Kim’s Department of Natural 
Philosophy on Drummond Street, now 
the Institute of Geography 

Kate and I loved Edinburgh, and, if 
there had been career possibilities for 
me there, might very easily have 
stayed on. I felt that Nick had been 
exceptionally kind to us in bringing us 
to Scotland, and could not bring 
myself to approach him for further 
favours. We therefore returned to 
Canada and to family and friends. 

The Story Behind EDUCT 
“EDUCT” is intended to form the 
acronym for the Edinburgh 
University Club of Toronto. 
 
“Educt” is a word which means, in 
the language of chemists:  
 
“A body separated by 
decomposition from another.”  
 
In addition, there is “e-duct”, an 
electronic channel, which seems 
appropriate for all of our members 
receiving EDUCT News via e-mail. 
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Revering the Old 

By Donald Warne 

In the last EDUCT Newsletter, Jim 
Armstrong shared with us some 
insights from his study 
experiences at the University of 
Edinburgh. One I remember 
especially was when he said 
that he and his wife while there 
were “revering the old”. 

When Simon asked me to write something similar, I decided to follow 
the same theme. Hester and I moved to Edinburgh in 1952. My task 
was to earn a Ph.D. in Theology at New College on the Mound. The 
word “new” goes back to 1843 when the Free Presbyterian Church 
split from the Church of Scotland. (They reunited in 1929.)  Besides 
having an excellent library, this college has wonderful views of the 
castle next door, of Ramsay Gardens, Princes Street and the shores of 
Fife. My wife, who had earned an honour degree in Modern History at 
the U of T had agreed to work on her P.H.T. (Putting husband through) 
at Jenner’s on Princes Street. Often at lunch time, she would walk up 

the mound and join me at New College. In 
the cold lunch room, we would use several 
shillings feeding the electric fireplace. Then we 
would walk next door to see the castle again. 
The stately stone structure was awesome, but 
our eyes caught the tiny Romanesque stone 
building called St. Margaret’s Chapel. I often 
wondered who this Margaret was and how 
the Chapel came to be named after her. 

Imagine my surprise when two years ago 

in 1057, but I was more

nd enjoyed this new culture of the Holy Roman 

ca 249. 

Now, what of me, one of her not so 
famous descendants?  On our return 
to Canada in 1954, I was assigned to 
a parish church in Stoney Creek, near 
Hamilton. The tiny wooden sanctuary 
was established there by the Rev. 
George Cheyne, an immigrant from 

David, my nephew, a whiz with the computer, 
traced my lineage back to Margaret and her 
husband Malcolm III, King of Scotland, 1057-
1093. He finished off the good King Macbeth 
 interested in Margaret. How did she come to 

marry a Scottish king?  David furnished me with a tantalizing story. She 
was the sister to Edward Atheling, the rightful heir to the Saxon throne 
after the death of Edward the Confessor in 1066. When William the 
Bastard defeated the Saxons at Hastings, Edward decided to flee with 
his family. Since his mother was Agatha, daughter of King Stephen of 
Hungary, he and his sisters Margaret and Cristina joined that royal 
family in Budapest. 

Margaret entered a
Empire. It was quite a change from the more prosaic atmosphere of 
the Saxon Winchester where she had spent her teens. The Roman 

Church was firmly established in 
Budapest, and Margaret considered 
taking the veil. Her brother, however, 
sensed that there was a chance to 
re-establish Saxon rule in England, 
and so the family sailed back. A 
storm at sea, however, forced their 
ship north to the Firth of Forth, and so 
they landed at Dunfermline, the site 
of Malcolm’s castle. When Malcolm 
first saw Margaret at his castle he fell 
in love with her and married her. 
According to the historical records, 
Margaret was an excellent Queen – 
pious, gracious and compassionate. 
She sought to improve the conditions 
of the poor and serfs. She imported 
crafts people and the Roman clergy, 
and established a number of abbeys 
and monasteries. Their son, King 
David I, so revered her that he 
caused the St. Margaret’s Chapel to 
be built. Fortunately, despite fires and 
other damages to the main castle, St. 
Margaret’s Chapel remains as it was. 
Pope Innocent IV arranged for her 

St Margaret’s Chapel 

nonization as a saint in  1
 Malcolm falls for Margaret
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Scotland in 1836. This parish was filled with eager workers who soon 

oth have spent our time exploring, 

et. 

ge, stately antelopes, looking for good 
 that first created access through the wild 

 and arrow, who, after many generations, 

antly disintegrating 

 
 

st hes of glorious 
wers, and all around a 

a of jagged, dark blue 

built a substantial edifice which still stands at the centre of the town. 
While there I was able to complete my thesis, and I received my Ph.D. 
in Theology in 1958. After six years as a parish minister, I was appointed 
to the National Office of the Presbyterian Church in Canada as 
Assistant Editor of Curriculum production. By the way, our 
denomination has never had what other churches call a 
Headquarters. We prefer to call that place the Servants’ Quarters. 

Following six years in extensive travel across the country, listening to the 
churches’ needs and creating appropriate teaching tools, I decided 
to join my wife in blanketing the Town of Whitby with English literature 
studies sponsored by the two local high schools. 

Since our retirement in 1987, we b
reading, attending seniors’ study courses, travelling and attending 
cultural events such as EDUCT dinners. We hope that you, on your next 
visit to the Castle Hill in Edinburgh will pay your respects to that tiny 
chapel honouring my dear ancestor, Saint Margar

A day’s birding in Lesotho 

By Margaret Bain 

Margaret Bain, who was introduced to our readers in our September ‘08 newsletter, in 
which she reviewed the “Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Ontario, 2001 – 2005”, reports on a 
recent birding trip to South Africa. 

It was the Elands, the hu
summer grazing,
Drakensberg Mountains to the high plateau that is now the remote, 
tiny, mountain kingdom of Lesotho. The Eland trail was followed by San 
Bushmen, hunting with bow
were displaced by Basuthos seeking independence from Zulu 
overlords farther south. The San have long retreated to the far 
Kalahari, leaving behind only their delicate cave paintings. But the 

gruelling track that is the only route into 
Lesotho from KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa is 
still called the Sani Pass, though these days 
your passport has to be stamped no fewer 
than four times at rather desolate border 
checkpoints on the way. 

The day before our expedition there had 
been high drama (in more ways than one of 
course) on Sani Pass when a wheel fell off a 
front-end loader attempting to lessen the 
imperfections of the const
roadway - the huge, bright yellow machine 
careened faster and faster down the track, 
the driver’s life only saved when the front-
end side-swiped a rock face just before the 

next hairpin bend. Chaos ensued, as 
now the pass was completely 
blocked. Every 4WD for miles around, 
above and below the crash site, was 
commandeered to ferry up the 
Lesothos who had been shopping for 
staples in South Africa and ferry down 
stranded tourists. The next morning 
our van squeezed past the crippled 
behemoth, by then dragged to one 
side – it looked quite new. 

wildflo
panoram

The road to Lesotho 

As we climbed the pass, the scenery
was awe-inspiring – steep grassy
slopes with huge rocky outcrops, 
spectacular waterfalls, rocky scree 

udded with patc

mountain peaks. On rising thermals 
there rode a pair of magnificent 
Lammergeiers, or Bearded Vultures, 
surely the spirits of such a wild and 
windswept land. One of our most-
wanted birds, endemic to southern 
Africa, with the wonderful name of 
Drakensberg Rockjumper, dutifully 
hopped up onto a roadside boulder 
for photographs. As we emerged 

 

The Bearded Vulture or 
Lammergeier 
(Gypaetus barbatus) 
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onto the high plateau, the clear air was full of the singing of larks and 
pipits on their grassland breeding grounds. Colourful Jackal Buzzards 
and huge White-necked Ravens were common. Black Storks and Bald 
Ibises frequented marshy spots, often mingling with herds of sheep and 
Angora goats tended by bold young men wrapped in heavy woollen 
blankets, flying about on fine-looking horses. We even saw the 
impossibly-named but terminally cute Sloggett’s Ice Rat combing its 
whiskers as it viewed its domain from atop a sunny rock. And we did 
see one lone Eland, ruminating in long grass beside a distant mountain 
stream. 

As the afternoon wore on, vast 
white clouds started billowing 
up the pass to obscure the 

tu
a ematis that harb
Double-collared Sunbirds (the equ

a-su-tu). Our day in Lesotho was, for everyone in our 

ew Brunswick. Both Scots, 
. She graduated in 1958 with an 
 received both a B.Sc. (Hons.) in 

Geology in 1957, and a Ph.D. in Palaeoecology in 1960. As with many 

 

rk 

joined the 

bright sunshine of the morning, 
just as if we were on Mull or the 
Cuillins. The high country has 
brief summers and cold, snowy 
winters. The shepherds and 
their flocks would move to 
lower elevations with the 
approach of fall, as would 
most of the birds and animals 
we had seen. We reluctantly 
the roadside flowering Proteas 
oured dazzling Malachite and 
ivalent of our New World 

hummingbirds) and the very local Gurney’s Sugarbird, endemic to 
southern Africa. Clouds had blotted out the spectacular mountaintops 
by the time we had slithered down the worst of the zig-zag track – 
some of the ruts almost as deep as we were tall – but the magic of the 
day lingered on. 

Never having heard Lesotho pronounced, I had always said it the way 
it looks to an English speaker, but in fact it’s pronounced Le-su-tu (and 
Basutho similarly B

rned for home, with time still to enjoy 
nd abundant wild cl

group, the most enjoyable of our three-week tour of South Africa - in 
spite of all the elephants, giraffes, and wildebeest we saw in Kruger 
National Park, the albatrosses and shearwaters on our pelagic trip out 
of Cape Town, and the Secretary Bird chasing a snake in the dry 
Karoo. Do try the Sani Pass if you ever get the chance – but I would 
recommend getting someone else to drive! 

New Members/Member News 

Joyce and Laing Ferguson live in Sackville, N
they met while attending Edinburgh
M.A. in History and English, while he

couples, the Ph.D. was a joint affair. 
Joyce had been studying to be a 
journalist initially and thus had 
excellent typing skills. Typing that two-
volume doctoral thesis was truly a 
labour of love!   Not surprisingly, she 
also had another love while at 
Edinburgh - golf. She was awarded 
her half-blue (called a purple) for 
having captained the Edinburgh 
University Women's Golf team that 
won the Scottish Universities' 
Championship in 1957. 

took him as far north as Ellesmere 
Island (where he survived a 
helicopter crash), while Joyce 
produced the first of three bouncing 
boys. In  1962 Laing 

The Drakensberg Rockjumper 
(Chaetops aurantius). 

Their move to Edmonton in 1960 was
to allow Laing to pursue his post-doc 
at the University of Alberta. His wo

Department of Geology at Mount 
Allison University in Sackville, where he 
taught Palaeontology and 
Stratigraphy. From 1973 to 1992 he 
headed the Department, and in 1999 
he became Professor Emeritus. Joyce 
managed to graduate from marking 
English papers at $1.00 a paper to a 
career that encompassed Executive 
Secretary of the Canadian 
Federation of University Women, 
Administrator with the Maritime 
Conference of the United Church, 
Research Administration at Mount 
Allison, and finally as Administrative 
Assistant to the President of Mount 
Allison. 
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Both have been active as volunteers. Laing has given much to the 
field of human rights (triggered by his experience in Prague when the 
Russians invaded in 1968), which led to his becoming the second 
President of Amnesty International Canada. His work promoting public 

 it is Joyce who is joining us as a member, we welcome them 

e place that really 

in Cambridge. They 

a Fellow of the 

D. (1966) 
dinburgh.
d 

G
rc
e
e

ent of the 

ent, storage and display of 
geographically-referenced 

awareness of science has been important in establishing the Fossil 
Cliffs at Joggins, Nova Scotia, as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 
2008. Joyce has been active on  the local Hospital Board, chaired the 
District School Board, and been active with the University Owens Art 
Gallery. 

Their interest in EDUCT was sparked initially by our whisky tastings. Laing, 
it seems, has a splendid collection of malts reaching back over 
geological time!   Sadly, in 2000, Laing suffered a severe stroke. 
Although
both to EDUCT. 

Alban Harvey collects degrees in English. 
His first was an Honours MA from 
Aberdeen. Seeing the error of his ways, 
he decamped to th
counted, to read Nineteenth Century 
English fiction and prose. He opted for a 
rigorous twelve-month course that led to 
an MSc in English (yes, Edinburgh – at 
least then - awarded an MSc in English). 
He thought he’d be spending a lot of 
time reading; it turned out to be a non-
stop exercise in writing, with fortnightly 
lengthy essays, several written exams, and 
His supervisor, Professor K. J. Fielding, was o
authorities on Charles Dickens, and seems 
not only by Dickens’ work, but his work et
Alban to work even harder, under a fellow Dickens scholar, this time at 
Jesus College, Cambridge. There, he earned his PhD, focusing on 
Dickens’ two historical novels, Barnaby Rudge and A Tale of Two Cities. 

Not surprisingly, this all led to Alban being employed for a couple of 
years researching for the Clarendon Press Edition of the Dickens 
Letters. In 1991 he joined Chadwyck-Healey, a publishing company 
based in Cambridge involved in compiling extensive electronic 

a 20,000 word dissertation. 
ne of the world’s leading 
to have been inspired by 
hic!  Fielding encouraged 

databases in the arts and social sciences. He stayed there for ten 
years, contributing amongst others to collections of English and 
American poetry, editions of Shakespeare, and various reference and 
biographical features of the developing in-house suite of proprietary 
material. He became a Managing Editor in 1998. 

He resigned from the company at the end of 2000 and immigrated to 
Canada in 2002 with his wife Caroline, who is Canadian and had 
come to England to do a PhD at the University of Leeds and 
subsequently worked for a software company 

arrived in Toronto in November of 
2002, just in time for temperatures to 
dip below –20 C!  Today Alban 
makes his living as an independent 
researcher in the publishing field. 
Among other things, he writes for the 
Canadian Encyclopedia, and is 
slowly and painfully restoring a 
century home in the Annex. 

Fraser Taylor Elected Fellow of the 
Royal Society of Canada 

EDUCT 
congratulates 

Fraser Taylor on 
his election as 

Royal Society 
of Canada. Fraser received his 
honours M.A. (1960) and Ph.
in Geography at E
currently Distinguishe
Director of the 
Cartographic Resea
Department of G
Environmental Studi

 He is 
Professor and 

eomatics and 
h Centre in the 
ography and 
s at Carleton 

University. He is the first cartographer 
to have been so elected. 

Fraser has served both the Canadian 
and international cartographic 
community with distinction. He was 
made an Honorary Member of the 
International Cartographic 
Association (ICA) after having served 
as its President for 8 years, and he has 
also served as the Presid
International Union for Surveys and 
Mapping. 

Fraser’s research in the field of 
geomatics is regarded by his peers as 
highly innovative. Geomatics is an 
evolving field and may need some 
introduction. In essence, it involves 
taking an integrated approach to 
the measurement, analysis, 
managem
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information. The data come from many sources, including satellites, air 
and sea-borne sensors and ground-based instruments. The data are 
processed by computers. Geomatics was initially focused on 
capturing the physical features of the Earth’s surface. More recently, it 
has been moving into socio-economic realms. Fraser is applying 
geomatics in socio-economic development in many parts of the 
world. He has developed electronic atlases and interactive 
cartographic systems. And he has advanced work on mapping for 
the blind and the visually impaired.  

Current projects include, among others: creating interactive atlases 
with communities in the Canadian North; and, as Chair of the 
International Steering Committee for Global Mapping, developing a 
1:1 million digital map of the world to support environmental and 
sustainable development decision making by ensuring the availability 
of current and appropriate geospatial information. 

His list of accolades, not surprisingly, is impressive. A very good 
summary of his work can be found in the December 2008 issue of the 
ICA news (see: www.icaci.org). And for EDUCT members who retain 
their newsletters, he was profiled in the May 2004 issue. 

. Three recent 
additions to the list are the beautiful bouncing babies below. EDUCT 

all round! 

th of their daughter Onora on 

Members in Waiting 

EDUCT has become such a popular club that it now has a waiting list. 
Some members are signing up their children at birth

offers congratulations 

Victoria Crewe-Nelson (Edinburgh Law 
– class of 1999) and her husband 
Craig Moore were delighted with the 
bir
September 15, 2008. Older brother, 
Graeme, is also happy to have her 
join the family, as long as she 
understands she’s not getting a cut of 
his college fund which is earmarked 
for Edinburgh Medicine – class of 2029. 
Here you see Onora in her baptism 
gown.  

 
Laura Gass (MA Hons., Scottish 
Literature, 1998) and Ian Boreyko 
inform us that little Iris Jean Boreyko 
was born almost a month early, at 36 
weeks, but, true to her hardy Scots-
Ukrainian roots, she arrived 
completely unphased - a 6 pounds 4 
ounces bundle of perfection! The 
love affair has truly begun.  

 
Breeding for Edinburgh. In a variation 
of Sir Ian Wilmut’s famous genetic 
experiment with Dolly the Sheep, 
Joshua Gillespie (MA 1994, MBA 1998) 
and his wife Alexandra had their 
second child, Isabelle on February 
28th. All efforts at cloning failed 
miserably (thank goodness). 
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Appreciations 

by Willadean Leo 

"I have been among fairy tales," she says…"But 
what about Dickson? He is the petit bourgeois, the 
épicier, the class which the world ridicules. He is 
unbelievable. The others with good fortune I might 
find elsewhere….But not Dickson." 

John Buchan. Huntingtower. 1922. 

Princess Saskia is indeed living in a fairy tale. She is not to be found 
outside one, but she fits, as do the afore-mentioned petit bourgeois, 
her prince, the poet, the baronet, the "auld wife," the villains led by a 
handsome but deformed noble bent on rapine and revenge, and the 
slum children -- all belong in this charming, unbelievable story. 

Dickson McCunn has just retired from his small but successful Glasgow 
grocery. His wife is conveniently at a spa for her health, and Dickson 
decides on impulse to take a walking holiday. "A spring morning and a 
safety razor had convinced him that he was still young….Providence 
had done for him what he would never have done for himself. The rut 
in which he had travelled so long had given place to open country." 

Providence leads him -- "he was Jason, Ulysses, Eric the Red, 
Albuquerque, Cortez" -- to Carrick, described with Buchan's 
characteristic pleasure and notable excellence in conveying sights, 
sounds, smells, and sensations. There Dickson, all unknowing, enters a 
fairy-tale world. He meets first a tall, rugged, handsome foreigner 
searching for a house called "Darkwater." He soon leaves, but will 
reappear in unexpected circumstances. Dickson then falls in with John 
Heritage, the Poet, who loudly decries Dickson's loyalty to Sir Walter 
Scott and declares that he had wanted to call his own collection 
Drains, which was understandably vetoed by his publisher. He soon 
sees the error of his ways. 

The lesson begins when Dickson and the Poet discover Huntingtower 
(or Dalquharter) and its prisoner, Princess Saskia of Russia, with whom 
Heritage had been hopelessly smitten while on furlough from the 
Great War's trenches. (In fact, there are two prisoners, but the 
chaperone, elderly Cousin Eugènie, is there to reassure the reader of 
1922, and is bundled off as soon as is decently possible.) To add to 
both the mystery and the excitement, Saskia is the custodian of a 
fabulous cache of jewels smuggled out of Russia during the revolution, 
and the villains naturally want to get their hands on it for illicit purposes. 
Nor is this the full extent of their dastardliness: Saskia has the aristocratic 
heroine's scorn for all lower forms of criminal life, but "the only thing on 
earth that brave girl fears" is another Russian noble who has betrayed 
his class, his people, and his country by throwing in his lot with the 
Bolsheviks. He, of course, is intent on taking possession of Saskia for the 
usual reasons.  

The grocer and the Poet are not 
alone in their determination to save 
the jewels from thieves and Saskia 
from a fate worse than you-know-
what. The former problem is soon 
resolved: she entrusts the gems to 
Dickson, who deposits them in a bank 
and is thus able to assure her that 
"not all the blagyirds in creation could 
get at them." But she refuses to call 
upon the police for aid, and insists on 
remaining in the danger zone for the 
promised arrival of a "friend." Dickson, 
convinced that his value to her 
rescue lies in the fact that he is a 
"businessman," inadvertently enlists 
the aid of Mrs Morran, the innkeeper, 
and Sir Archibald Roylance, the local 
laird (who appears in several other 
books), and enables the prince 
(remember the foreigner?) to find his 
destined princess by making a 
desperate attempt to brain him.  

Yet all would 
come to 
naught but 
for the 
heaven-sent 
assistance of 
the Gorbals 
Die-Hards, s
ruinously 
grubby 
boys. Led by 
"a red-
haired 
savage 
called Dougal," it is the Die-Hards 
who save the day. Their exploits are 
lovingly hymned by their literary 
parent:  "Dull prose is no medium to 
tell of that wild adventure. The sober 
sequence of the military historian is 
out of place in recording deeds that 
knew not sequence or sobriety. Were 
I a bard, I would cast this tale in 
excited verse, with a lilt which would 

ix 

John Buchan, Lord 
Tweedsmuir   
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catch the speed of the reality." All ends happily, with justly merited 
rewards and punishments duly meted out, the most unexpected 
falling to Dickson, who is "unanimously eleckit Chief Die-Hard," an 
honour proudly and gratefully accepted. 

 It is all impossible, of course. The princess and her prince are exactly 
what we expect fairy-tale royalty to be. Their nemesis is a classically 
beautiful yet deformed fallen angel. The Poet's modernism is shattered 
by love for a good woman. The Die-Hards, rigidly honourable and 
staggeringly competent, resemble no children found in the slums of 
Glasgow or anywhere else. Dickson the petit bourgeois is the most 
incurably romantic of all. The believable members of the cast are the 
delightful Mrs Morran and Mrs McCunn, briefly seen in a touching 
cameo after her Ulysses has returned to his home and hearth. (As he 
was well aware, Buchan's young women are almost never persuasive, 
yet his middle-aged and elderly women almost always are.) As in the 
best fairy tales, all have been transformed by their experiences, none 
more so than Dickson: "he is another man than the complacent little 
fellow who set out a week ago on his travels. He has now assurance of 
himself, assurance of his faith. Romance, he sees, is one and 
indivisible…" 

John Buchan gifted Canada with the Governor General's Literary 
Awards. His own works are not the kind of books usually nominated, 
but nearly 70 years after his death, they remain well worth reading.  

Governor General’s Literary Awards: Two Edinburgh Connections 

By Simon Miles 

As Willadean notes in her “Appreciations” article in this newsletter, it is 
John Buchan, 1st Baron Tweedsmuir, to whom we owe so much for 
having given Canada the Governor General’s Literary Awards. And, 
indeed, it should be known that his wife, Susan, also a writer, had a 
hand in this and should share the honour for this wonderful initiative.  

The Buchans arrived in Canada in 1935 to take up residence in Rideau 
Hall. They were very active on the literary scene. Indeed, in his lifetime 
Buchan produced no less that 33 books of fiction and some 49 non-
fiction works, plus poems and hundreds of articles. And Willadean tells 
me that two posthumously published books, Sick Heart River for adults, 
and The Long Traverse for children, were both set in Canada. All that 
without a word processor!  

The first Literary Awards were made in 1936. There were only two 
categories that year: fiction and non-fiction. In 1937 a prize for poetry 
or drama was added. Only later was cash part of the prize….some 
$250 initially. Today, it is a generous $25,000 and there are seven 
categories, each with an award for writers in English and in French. 

One of the winners of the Prize for Poetry was Professor James Wreford 
Watson. He was honoured in 1950 -- before cash was added to the 

cachet of the award. This man of 
letters, who bore the memorable title 
of Chief Geographer of Canada, 
became Head of the Department of 
Geography at Edinburgh. His love of 
literature found its expression in his 
assigning novels so that his students 
would read about different parts of 
the world. I recall having a story with 
considerable passionate content 
about life in Washington State. I don’t 
remember the author, but I do 
remember the scenery, and the 
scenes!  And from all this you now 
have an editor of EDUCT news!   

There will be more about the 
remarkable Professor Wreford Watson 
in our updates on the endowment 
EDUCT is establishing, in part to 
honour this man of many parts. 

There is also a second connection 
between Governor General 
Tweedsmuir and our alma mater. 
Although in Canada at the time, he 
served as Chancellor of the University 
of Edinburgh from 1937 until his death 
in 1940.  
 

Treasurer’s Report 
Our Treasurer reports that EDUCT’s 
accounts as of 30 April, 2009 show 
a balance of $13,399.37 
(comprising a $6,000 GIC and 
$7,399.37 in cash in the bank). 
 

 

Membership Dues 
Annual subscriptions Annual 
membership fees are due in 
January. If you have not yet 
renewed, please send your 
cheque for $35, payable to 
EDUCT and marked 
“membership,” to  our Treasurer: 

Ms. Toni McGregor 
464 Scarlett Crescent 
Burlington  
Ontario L7L 5P1 
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Are You On Our List? 
We know of over 150 graduates in the Toronto area. Of those, we have the following members. 
As of May 19, 2009, we have 99 paid-up members. Based on privacy concerns, we have only 
published e-mail details for those members who have provided us with email contact 
information. The membership list is as follows. 

Dr. Vivian Abrahams AbrahamV@post.queensu.ca 
Mr. Grant Adam grantradam@rogers.com 
Ms. Nean Allman n.allman@sympatico.ca 
Dr. James Armstrong jimarmstrong@xplornet.com 
Ms. Emily Bain emilyabain@hotmail.com 
Dr. Margaret Bain mjcbain@sympatico.ca 
Mr. Jonathon Baker jonathonbaker@sympatico.ca 
Dr. Poonam Bala pbala2005@yahoo.com 
Ms. Mira Blake mirasb@rogers.com 
Dr. Kim Bradley kim-bradley@sympatico.ca 
Mr. Paul Bradley pbradley@frasermackenzie.com 
Ms. Fiona Bruce fibruce@gmail.com 
Mr. Grant Buchan-Terrell grant@gbtlaw.com 
Mr. Howard Cappadocia h.cappadocia@rogers.com 
Dr. Mario Carvalho mcarvalho@iprimus.ca  
Dr. Gavin Clark gavin.clark@utoronto.ca 
Mr. Dustin Coté dustin_cote@manulife.com 
Ms. Fiona Cowles fionacowles@sympatico.ca 
Ms. Victoria Crewe-Nelson 93galbraith@rogers.com 
Ms. Winifred Czulinski celticwinnie@yahoo.ca 
Dr. Ian Doris iandoris@mountaincable.net 
Dr. Kirsty Duncan kirsty.duncan@utoronto.ca 
Dr. Ian J.H. Duncan iduncan@uoguelph.ca 
Dr. Elizabeth Ewan eewan@uoguelph.ca 
Ms. Fionna Ferguson fionna@ppdeng.com 
Mr. Graham Ferguson graham@ppdeng.com 
Mrs. Joyce Ferguson redroof@nb.sympatico.ca 
Mr. George N. Fernando gfernando@rogers.com 
Ms. Mary Beacock Fryer fryer-gm@istar.ca 
Ms. Laura Gass laura.gass@hotmail.com 
Mr. Joshua Gillespie Josh.Gillespie@algonquinpower.com 
Mr. Donald Gillies dgillies@ryerson.ca 
Mr. Ian Griffiths igriffiths@trebnet.com 
Ms. Christine Gude gude.chris@gmail.com 
Mr. Christopher Hale chr.hale@gmail.com 
Mr. Karim Hamir alkarim.hamir@rogers.com 
Mr. Alban Harvey albanandcarrie@sympatico.ca 
Dr. Ellenor Hine ehine@yorku.ca 
Dr. Geoffrey Hinton hinton@cs.toronto.edu 
Mr. William Hudson hudsonwilliam@mailcity.com 
Mr. John D. Hundleby jhundleb@uoguelph.ca 
Mr. James Hunter jameshunter@kpmg.ca 
Ms. Eileen Jarman jarbeck@sympatico.ca 
Rev. Douglas Jay cdouglas.jay@utoronto.ca 
Ms. Sara Kamin sarakaminmusic@yahoo.com 
Ms. Magda Kepfer magda.kepfer@td.com 
Dr. Mark Kingwell mark.kingwell@utoronto.ca 
Ms. Susan A. Knox knox.leenaars@sympatico.ca 
Dr. Kester Kong kesterkong1@yahoo.ca 
Mr. Johan Krijgsman krijgsman@sympatico.ca 

Mr. Peter R. Leenaars knox.leenaars@sympatico.ca 
Dr. Willadean Leo willadeanleo@hotmail.com 
Dr. Edith Lorimer elorimer@ctchc.com 
Mr. James MacPherson jmacpherson@mediate.com 
Dr. James Main p.main@utoronto.ca 
Dr. Patricia Main p.main@utoronto.ca 
Ms. Linda Mason mmason@interlog.com 
Ms. Liz McBeth liz@mcbeth-media.com 
Dr. John McComb john.mccomb@dentistry.utoronto.ca 
Dr. Dorothy McComb d.mccomb@dentistry.utoronto.ca 
Ms. Toni McGregor tonimcg@cogeco.ca 
Dr. Anne McKellar robertmckellar@sympatico.ca 
Dr. Robert McKellar robertmckellar@sympatico.ca 
Mr. John McNeil john.mcneil@sunlife.com 
Dr. Joseph Mendoza jmendoza448@gmail.com 
Ms. Claire Middleton bandc.middleton@sympatico.ca 
Rev. William (Bill) Middleton bmid@rogers.com 
Mr. Simon Miles simon-miles@sympatico.ca 
Mr. Jose Luis Moreno Jose.J.Moreno@can.dupont.com 
Dr. Graeme Morton gmorton@uoguelph.ca 
Ms. Joyce Mounsteven joyce@jmconsulting.ca 
Ms. Vasie Papadopoulos  
           vasie.papadopoulos@gotransit.com 
Ms. Rosalind Peters rosalind.peters@dpcdsb.org 
Mr. Darko Poletto dpoletto@skeinc.com 
Ms. Christina Reich christina.reich@dominionvoting.com 
Dr. Margaret Reid mmreid66@yahoo.ca 
Dr. Aaron W. Rifkind awrifkind@yahoo.ca 
Mr. Chris Setchell 149kbroad@gmail.com 
Mr. Brian Sevitt sevitt@sympatico.ca 
Ms. Muneerah Shiraz Saleh muneerahs@yahoo.com 
Ms. Susan Simpson rice260@gmail.com 
Ms. Catherine Smith alexpel99@hotmail.com 
Ms. Nemone Smith nemone_m@hotmail.com 
Dr. Kate Snedeker kgsneds@mac.com 
Ms. Henri-Lee Stalk hlstalk@gmail.com 
Dr. Fraser Taylor mon.taylor@sympatico.ca 
Mr. Ronald Thomson rt@cameronthomson.com 
Mr. Dave Valentine davev@cogeco.ca 
Mr. Christopher Valley Ban 
 christopher_ban@allstream.net 
Dr. Niraj Varma varman@ccf.org 
Ms. Anna Voineskos avoineskos@rogers.com 
Dr. Evelyn Wallace evelyn-wallace@rogers.com 
Rev. Donald Warne 
Mr. Allan Williamson 
Dr. David Wood jdwood@yorku.ca 
Ms. Catherine Wooldridge wulfric2@chass.utoronto.ca 
Dr. Noel Wright wrightn@mountaincable.net 
 

 

 
To request changes to your listing, or if your name has been inadvertently omitted from our 
list, please contact Toni McGregor. 
 

 

Board of Directors 
We invite your comments and 
suggestions at any time. Please feel free 
to contact any member of the Board of 
Directors with your comments and 
suggestions:  
 

Joshua Gillespie, President,  
(MA Hons 1994, MBA 1998), 416.835.7447  
Josh.Gillespie@algonquinpower.com  
 

Margaret Reid, Vice President,  
(MPhil 1995), 416.535.8501 x7802  
mmreid66@yahoo.ca 
 

Toni McGregor, Treasurer,  
(BA 1978), 905.637.9015  
tonimcg@cogeco.ca  
 

Simon Miles, Immediate Past President,  
(MA Hons 1962), 416.466.8793  
simon-miles@sympatico.ca  
 

Paul Bradley, Past President,  
(BSc Hons 1982), 416.464.9771  
pbradley@frasermackenzie.com  
 

Liz McBeth 
Communications,  
(MA Hons 1994), 416.697.9287 
liz@mcbeth-media.com 
 

 
Our thanks go out to: 
Liz McBeth for graphic design and layout. 

 

Do you know of other Edinburgh alumni in 
the GTA? Please pass this on.  
 

EDUCT News is published three times a 
year in January, May and September.  
 

Please send submissions or ideas for 
articles to the Editor:  
simon-miles@sympatico.ca 
 

 

 

 


